
RELATIVE PRONOUNS. 

Who , That, Which, Whose, Whom, What ... 

DETERMINERS 

This, That, These, Those, Which, Whose... 

CONJUNCTIONS & ADVERBS 

Where, What, When, How, Why, Who,  

ARTICLES AND QUANTIFIERS 

Few, little, none, some, any , much , many, no, enough, either, neither, fewer, less, 

Both, all, nothing, something. 

SUBORDINATING CONJUNCTIONS 

After , although , as , as if , as long as , as though , because , before ,even if , even though , 

even if , if , if only , in order that , now that , once , rather than , since , so that , than ,that , 

though , till ,  unless , until , when , whenever , where ,whereas ,wherever ,while 

PRONOUNS  

I  me my    mine myself  you your yours yourself  yourselves  he  him   his   himself  

she her     hers herself   it its itself   we   us   our  ours  ourselves    they them 

their  theirs  themselves 

AUXILIARY VERBS , MODAL VERBS  & OTHER VERB FORMS 

Been , can , could , do , did , done , has ,  had , have,  may , might , must , need  , ought to , seen , 

shall, should , was , were , will , would. 

PREPOSITIONS /PHRASAL VERBS 

At, to, on, in , with, for, of, up, down, about, along, out, into, around, through, over, after , back, 

across, off, without, away, behind, forward... 

RELATIVE PRONOUMS , DETERMINERS AND LINKING EXPRESSIONS 

Who , whose, whom , which, when , where, what , how, that, whom, this , that, these, those... 

CONTRAST LINKS  

In spite of, despite (the fact that) , although, even though, even so, however, nevertheless , but, 

yet , whereas, while, but, notwithstanding, on the one hand...on the other hand..., as  opposed to, 

rather than, on the contrary , actually , really. 

PURPOSE LINKS 

In order to , for, to , so as to, so that, in order that.. 

REASON LINKS 

Due to , owing to , because of, on account of, since , in case (of) , therefore, so , consequently, 

seeing that, seeing as, consequently ,  

ADDITION LINKS 

Too, also, as well , as well as , not only ...but also, besides, in addition to , moreover, 

furthermore, what´s more, such as , for example, for instance , apart from , except for.. 

CONDITIONAL LINKS 

Provided (that) , unless , as long as, if , whether ..(or) , either...or, neither...nor, until, even if... 

VERBS  

Examples : have called the situation “a disgraceful …..waste….of taxpayers’ money” 

                   I earn enough money to ……take….care of my needs. 

                   My only near relative, a sister, ..died…three years ago. So I have no family. 
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